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This study deals with electrical resistivity tomography data and it is addressed at obtaining, from linear com-
binations of data, other datasets not directly measured. The method presented here allows performing the
fieldwork systematically, without deciding the type of the more suitable common electrode array (e.g.
Wenner, Wenner-Schlumberger, dipole–dipole or multiple-gradient) until or even after the interpretation
time. The electrode configuration used by this method is denoted as pseudo pole–dipole array, because it
is based on the standard pole–dipole one, but avoiding the disadvantage of locating the remote electrode
far away from the profile (to “infinity”). The pseudo pole–dipole datasets can be acquired with common
equipment using standard pole–dipole recording sequences. Once the desired datasets have been calculated,
they can be inverted using standard interpretation software. The procedure used allows a data quality control
to be introduced that is similar to the one based on normal and reciprocal measurements. To assess the
method we considered noise-contaminated model responses as well as field data. It has been applied to
build dipole–dipole and Wenner-Schlumberger datasets. Results show the suitability of both, the proposed
method and the quality control.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

When conducting resistivity investigations (in connection with
geology, engineering or other fields), a common occurring dilemma
in the electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) is the selection of the
electrode configuration that would respond best to the geoelectrical
structure. The choice is usually made by considering one's own expe-
rience and a reasonable acquisition time. The characteristics of each
electrode array, in terms of depth of investigation, sensitivity to
horizontal or vertical variations and signal strength are well known
(e.g. Loke, 2001, 2004). Numerical forward modelling has become
an efficient tool for these types of study, showing how markedly
different anomaly signatures are obtained using different electrode
configurations for the same model (Dahlin and Zhou, 2004). Some-
times a mixed array, where apparent resistivity pseudosection is
built using different datasets, appears to offer a more detailed image
of the subsurface (Athanasiou et al., 2007; Candansayar, 2008; Zhou
et al., 2002). In areas with basic or no geological information, it
would be desirable to acquire a profile with different electrode con-
figurations, but this could present problems due to acquisition time
constraints rather than technical considerations.

Xu and Noel (1993) stated that it is possible to obtain datasets for
any electrode configuration from linear combination of a non-unique
complete dataset. They affirmed that the pole–pole configuration

provided the best choice for simple and straightforward transforma-
tions. However, Beard and Tripp (1995) stated that evenmodest levels
of noise the transformations may be considerably distorted and signifi-
cant information can be lost using the pole–pole array in this manner.
For this reason, it is commonly used for numerical forward modelling.

Three-electrode configurations have also been presented as a
choice to compute other datasets, e.g. dipole–dipole or Schlumberger
datasets (Candansayar and Basokur, 2001; Coggon, 1973; Karous and
Pernu, 1985). However, the two- and three-electrode configurations
are limited by the electrode at infinity, which is not always possible
(e.g. in urban areas or rugged terrains).

The method proposed here uses a four-electrode configuration
and lies in the tri-potential method (Carpenter, 1955; Carpenter and
Habberjam, 1956), whereby the relations between three Wenner
resistances (alpha, beta and gamma) are derived.

Taking into account that the Wenner, the Wenner-Schlumberger,
the dipole–dipole and recently the multiple-gradient (Dahlin and
Zhou, 2006) configurations are commonly used, the method pre-
sented here was designed to obtain these datasets, which can be
further inverted using standard interpretation software.

The estimation of ERT data errors is a key aspect for the assessment of
the proposed method. Usually, two (complementary) perspectives can
be considered: repeatability and normal and reciprocal measurements.
The first one consists of acquiring repeated measurements at the same
electrode position to obtain statistical parameters, like standard devia-
tion, to give an estimate error. This process often underestimates the
true noise level, even in datasets collected several days apart (LaBrecque
et al., 1996), and data outliers may result from highly stable repeated
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data (e.g. due to capacitive coupling effects). Therefore, a low standard
deviation does not guarantee good quality data (Zhou and Dahlin,
2003). The second perspective, normal and reciprocal measurements,
considers that receiver and transmitter are interchanged to obtain two
independent measurements at the same point (Parasnis, 1988). The
error is then taken as the difference between both measurements. This
scheme can detect problems thatmaynot be observed from repeatability
checking, such as bad grounding of electrodes. Therefore, it will offer a
better data quality control; however, it has the inconvenience of increas-
ing the measuring time.

This paper aims to achieve two objectives: 1) to present a simple
method to calculate datasets that are not directly measured (e.g.
Wenner-Schlumberger and dipole–dipole) from a proposed configura-
tion (pseudo pole–dipole array, pPD) and 2) to establish a data quality
control, comparable to the normal and reciprocal measurements, with-
out increasing the measuring time.

2. Procedure and pseudo pole–dipole (pPD) Array

To obtain datasets not directly measured from pseudo pole–dipole
(pPD) array, relations between datasets have to be known. Relations be-
tween themeasured and calculateddatasets are basedon the tri-potential
method, on the reciprocity theorem (Carpenter, 1955; Habberjam, 1967;
Parasnis, 1988; Van Nostrand and Cook, 1966), and on the additive prop-
erties of the electric potential (see Fig. 1), which has been normalized by
the injected current. Because this normalized potential has units of
electrical resistance, we prefer the notation of “transfer resistance”. The
apparent resistivity can be easily obtained by multiplying the transfer
resistance and the geometrical factor K, which only depends on electrode
location. If the geometric factor is assumed error-free, the relative error of
both apparent resistivity and transfer resistance coincides.

The array proposed in this work is similar to the standard pole–
dipole array, but locating the remote electrode (denoted B in this
paper) in a closer position to the profile. As the standard pole–dipole
array, it consists of two deployments, the forward (pPD-β) and the
reverse (pPD-α) ones. A comparison between these deployments is
shown in Fig. 2 (note that measured potentials are positive for
pPD-β, but negative for pPD-α). They can be implemented easily in
common instrumentation, since recording sequences are equivalent
to the pole–dipole one, but locating the electrode B near profile.

Next, we present the transformations from pPD datasets to dipole–
dipole and Wenner-Schlumberger ones.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the additive property of the electric potential for a generic four-electrode
configuration. A–B and M–N are the current and potential electrodes respectively, and V
corresponds to the electric potential difference.

Fig. 2. Sketch of the electrode configurations to acquire the standard pole–dipole dataset
(a), and the proposed dataset in forward (b) and reverse (c) modes. A–B andM–N are the
current andpotential electrodes respectively, “a” is the electrode spacing, “n” is the level of
depth, and “m” is a A–B distance factor.

Fig. 3. Steps to obtain the dipole–dipole transfer resistances from the proposed dataset
resistances. The reciprocity theorem and the additive property of electric potential are
used. “a” is the electrode spacing and “n” is the level of depth.
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2.1. Dipole–dipole dataset construction

Fig. 3 shows relations between the pPD transfer resistances and
the dipole–dipole ones. Each dipole–dipole transfer resistance can
be calculated independently from forward and reverse deployments
(pPD-β and pPD-α). Note that the reciprocity theorem is applied.

R2−R1 ¼ Rdd
c ð1Þ

where R1 and R2 are the measured pPD transfer resistances (in forward
or reverse mode), and Rc

dd is the calculated dipole–dipole transfer
resistance.

The transfer resistances R2 and R1 correspond to levels n and n+1
respectively in the pPD pseudosection, and Rc

dd corresponds to level n
in the dipole–dipole pseudosection. Therefore, n+1 levels are
required in the pPD pseudosection to reproduce up to n levels in
the dipole–dipole one.

2.2. Wenner-Schlumberger dataset construction

To build the Wenner-Schlumberger dataset, both pPD-α and
pPD-β deployments are needed. Fig. 4 shows relations between the
pPD-α and pPD-β transfer resistances and the Wenner-Schlumberger
one. Notice that both deployments have the electrode B in the same
position (see Fig. 2). Once the reciprocity theorem is applied, relation-
ships between pPD-α, pPD-β and Wenner-Schlumberger datasets are
much clearer.

Rα−Rβ ¼ RWS
c ð2Þ

Because Rα is negative and Rβ is positive, RcWS is negative, therefore
Eq. (2) can also be expressed as

Rαj j þ jRβj ¼ jRWS
c j ð3Þ

where Rα and Rβ are the pPD-α and pPD-β transfer resistance respec-
tively, and Rc

WS is the calculated Wenner-Schlumberger one.

Expressions relating pPD datasets with other common datasets
(Wenner or multiple-gradient arrays) can be obtained by a similar
procedure.

The proposed array presents two other features that need to be
considered, and they are related to the acquisition time and the size
of recorded signals. Both features are discussed below.

2.3. Acquisition time

Taking into account that pole–dipole and dipole–dipole datasets
are comparable in number of data, the following expression can be
assumed to estimate their measuring time, t:

t ¼ i sT þ rð Þ ð4Þ

where i is the number of current injections (in monochannel systems,
this corresponds to the number of data), s is the average of cycles per
measurement or stack, T is the time length cycle, and r is a constant,
which accounts the time used to control and to record the data, and
it is associated to the system hardware.

The multichannel system works on reducing the number of injec-
tions (i). This number of injections depends on the array type, the
number of channels (c), electrodes (e) and levels in the pseudosec-
tion (N). The dipole–dipole array is one of the most efficient arrays
with multichannel acquisition, and an expression for their number
of injections (and by extension for the pPD array) is:

i ¼ IM e−3ð Þ−1
2
c IM−1ð Þ

� �
ð5Þ

where IM is the maximum number of injections required for a single
current dipole. It is calculated from expression IM=int[(N−1)/c]+
1, where int(x) gives the integer part of x (see Appendix A for details).

As a representation of recording time, thenumber of injections need-
ed to reach 15, 30, 45 and 61 levels, with a 64-electrode dipole–dipole
array and instruments with 1, 4, 16, 32 and 64 channels, is shown in
Table 1. There it can be seen that from a given number of data, there is
no time reduction when increasing the number of channels.

Regarding the acquisition time, multichannel systems are highly
suitable for dipole–dipole and pPD arrays, still suitable for Wenner-
Schlumberger arrays (but less efficient than the dipole–dipole one),
and not suitable for the Wenner array. Although the method requires

Fig. 4. Steps to obtain the Wenner-Schlumberger transfer resistances from the pro-
posed dataset resistances. The reciprocity theorem and the additive property of electric
potential are used. “a” is the electrode spacing and “n” is the level of depth.

Table 1
Number of injections for a 64-electrode dipole–dipole array as a function of the number of
levels (N) and the number of channels (c).

N \ c 1 4 16 32 64

15 810 220 61 61 61
30 1395 376 106 61 61
45 1755 468 135 90 61
61 1891 496 148 90 61

Table 2
Expressions of the inverse of the geometric factor (K−1) for different electrode arrays.

Electrode array Inverse of th geometric factor (K−1)

Wenner-Schlumberger −1
πa

1
n nþ1ð Þ
h i

pole–dipole 1
2πa

1
n nþ1ð Þ
h i

dipole–dipole 1
πa

1
n nþ1ð Þ nþ2ð Þ
h i

pseudo pole–dipole, pPD-α −1
2πa

1
n nþ1ð Þ þ 1

m−nð Þ m−n−1ð Þ
h i

pseudo pole–dipole, pPD-β
1

2πa
1

n nþ1ð Þ− 1
mþnð Þ mþnþ1ð Þ

h i
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both forward and reverse pPD deployments to be carried out, the
acquisition time is not an important matter if such multichannel
instruments are used.

2.4. Size of the recorded signal

The way to compare signals of different arrays is to use the geo-
metric factor K, whose inverse (K−1) describes a normalized poten-
tial distribution in a homogeneous halfspace. Table 2 summarises
different expressions of K−1. Note that the sign of the geometric
factor is referred to the configurations presented in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
Their development shows that the signal size for the pPD deployments
is lower than or equal to the Wenner-Schlumberger one, and higher
than or equal to the dipole–dipole one. It can be noticed that proposed
configurations combine characteristics, in terms of signal-size, of pole–
dipole, dipole–dipole, gradient and Wenner-Schlumberger arrays.

In summary, it can be seen that pPD-β deployment behaves essential-
ly like a dipole–dipole arraywhen current electrodes are nearby (smallm
values, see Fig. 2b), but like a pole–dipole array when current electrodes
are far away from each other (large m values). The pPD-α deployment
(Fig. 2c) is essentially a gradient array, but it behaves like a Wenner-

Schlumberger array when the potential dipole is centred between the
current electrodes, and like a pole–dipole arraywhen the potential dipole
is close to any of the current electrodes andm is large.

Fig. 5. Model M2 and error-free model responses. (a) Model M2, (b) dipole–dipole apparent resistivity pseudosection and (c) Wenner-Schlumberger apparent resistivity
pseudosection.

Fig. 6. Graph showing the amount of data that pass the proposed quality control
through various threshold values. Noise levels of 2, 4, 8 and 16% have been taken
into account.
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3. Application

The proposed method allows dipole–dipole and Wenner-
Schlumberger pseudosections to be obtained from two proposed data-
sets (pPD-β and pPD-α), using Eqs. (1) and (3). We have considered
that the far electrode B is in-line, at a distance to the first electrode
equal to the electrode spacing. We have called it pseudo pole–dipole
array (pPD) because it is a four-electrode configuration. The values of
m (Fig. 2b and c) will range from 1 to N−2 for pPD-β array, and from

N to 1 for the pPD-α. This allows the far location of the remote electrode
to be avoided, which minimizes ambient (or geologic) noise sources
and provides practical advantages.

A key question is the strategy used to assess themethod, because the
comparison between the directly measured dataset and the one com-
puted from the pPD datasets can be useless if all datasets are affected
by experimental errors. Thus, if there are discrepancies between data-
sets, the reason may lie not only in the method to be assessed, but
also in data errors or static shift effects.

Fig. 7. Results obtained from Case 1 over dipole–dipole contaminated responses using a pseudosection representation. Calculated dipole–dipole apparent resistivity pseudosection
from Eq. (1) for the model M1 (a) and M2 (c). Dipole–dipole pseudosections, (b) and (d), where the data that do not pass the proposed quality control have been coloured grey.
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In this section, two scenarios are considered to take into account the
abovementioned question. In the first one, model responses are con-
taminated by an additive noise to simulate the effect of experimental
errors. This process enables the quality control to be introduced,
which is possible to check because the (error-free) responses are
known. In the secondone, this quality control is applied to field datasets.

The synthetic datasets are built from the responses of two models,
M1 and M2. The model M1 is a homogeneous halfspace of resistivity
50 Ωm. Themodel M2 consists of a 1 m-thick upper layer of resistivity
150 Ωm that overburdens a vertical contact between regions of resis-
tivities100 Ωm and 400 Ωm, and various embedded square structures
of resistivities 50 Ωm and 400 Ωm (Fig. 5). Dipole–dipole, Wenner-

Fig. 8. Results obtained from Case 1 over Wenner-Schlumberger contaminated responses using a pseudosection representation. Calculated Wenner-Schlumberger apparent resis-
tivity pseudosections from Eq. (2) for model M1 (a) and M2 (b). Wenner-Schlumberger pseudosections, (b) and (d), where data that do not pass the proposed quality control have
been coloured grey.
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Schlumberger and both pPD datasets, with 72 electrodes and an
electrode spacing of 5 m, are computed from the two models. Model
responses have been obtained using the code R2 (Binley, 2007).

When the Eqs. (1) and (2) are applied to error-free responses the
relative differences between the calculated and the error-free responses
are less than 10−4.

The model responses are contaminated by adding a noise, ΔR,
given by:

ΔR ¼ Rδþ χ ð6Þ

where R is the error-freemodel response, and δ andχ are randomnum-
bers. δ follows a normal distributionwith zeromean and standard devi-
ation σ , and χ a uniform distribution in the interval [−ε, +ε]. These
two random numbers (δ, χ) simulate the relative accuracy (δ) of the
field data, and the instrumental resolution (χ). Values of 0.01, 0.02,
0.04, 0.08 for σ, and 10−5 V/A for ε have been considered.

3.1. Data Quality Control

The strategy followed to design the quality control (QC) has the
advantage of having two independent pPD datasets, and of the fact
that the dipole–dipole dataset can be computed from either of pPD
deployments (pPD-α and pDP-β ones). Therefore, the QC can be

established by comparing the two calculated dipole–dipole datasets.
Because the pPD-α and the pDP-β are independent datasets, the QC
can be considered equivalent to comparing normal and reciprocal
measurements.

If the arithmetic mean between individually calculated dipole–di-
pole values is considered, bRddN (= 0.5[Rαdd+Rβ

dd]), the QC can be set
according to the relative difference between thismean and the calculat-
ed value (Rαdd or Rβdd). This relative difference, ξ, is calculated as

ξ ¼
〈Rdd〉−Rdd

α

��� ���
Rdd

¼
〈Rdd〉−Rdd

β

��� ���
Rdd

¼
Rdd
α −Rdd

β

��� ���
Rdd
α þ Rdd

β
ð7Þ

When the relative difference, computed by Eq. (7), is below an
established threshold value, the pPD values used to compute Rα

dd and
Rβ
dd pass the QC.
The number of data that accomplish the QC depends on the noise

and the established threshold value. In Fig. 6, this effect is explored
considering the pPD-β deployment on the model M2. The noise
level in the contaminated responses is mainly controlled by the rela-
tive accuracy and described by two standard deviations. The number
of data that pass the QC through different threshold values and noise
levels is plotted. For a threshold value equal to noise, the number of
data that pass the QC is of 50%. From our own experience, a threshold

Fig. 9. Results obtained from Castellbisbal test site (Case 2) over dipole–dipole field datasets using a pseudosection representation. Measured (a) and calculated (b) dipole–dipole
apparent resistivity from Eq. (1). Dipole–dipole pseudosection where data that do not pass the proposed quality control have been coloured grey (c) .
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value of 0.1 has been taken, which ensures a reasonable number of
reliable data (75% to 90%) for a noise level between 2% and 4%, that
would be realistic for field data (Fig. 6). For the pPD-α dataset, the
behaviour is equivalent.

Although the presented QC is based on the dipole–dipole dataset
comparison, the pPD values that passed QC can also be used to obtain
other datasets (e.g., the Wenner-Schlumberger one).

In summary, the method consists of four steps: 1- Computation of
the dipole–dipole datasets from the two independent deployments,
pPD-α and pPD-β. 2- Calculation of the relative differences between
these two calculated datasets using Eq. (7). 3- Application of the quality
control (QC) by setting a threshold value. The pPD valueswhich relative
differences, between computed dipole–dipole values, are below the
threshold value are taken as reliable data. 4- Computation of the dataset
of interest from the pPD data that have passed the QC.

4. Results

4.1. Case 1

In this case, contaminated model responses, from models M1 and
M2, are used to test the application of the method. The results from
contaminated dipole–dipole datasets are shown in Fig. 7. The dots

in the pseudosections (a) and (c) indicate the dipole–dipole data cal-
culated from the pPD data that passed the QC. The solid line confines
the areas without computed values, because they are associated
with data that do not pass the QC. In the pseudosections (b) and
(d) all dipole–dipole data (dots) are presented, and the areas of
the suspicious data are coloured grey. The QC has selected the 91%
of the calculated dipole–dipole dataset.

Fig. 8 shows the calculated Wenner-Schlumberger datasets in the
sameway as Fig. 7. In this case, theQChas selected 90% of data as reliable.

4.2. Case 2

To test the practical implementation of the proposedmethod, afield-
work was carried out at two different geological contexts: Castellbisbal
and La Puebla de Roda test sites. Measurements were made using
SYSCAL-Pro equipment (Iris Instruments, France) with a multichannel
acquisition system. The profileswere acquiredwith the standarddipole–
dipole and Wenner-Schlumberger, as well as the proposed pPD-α and
pPd-β configurations.

4.2.1. Test site 1
The field test was carried out on an actual fluvial system. The test

site was located in the riverbed of the lower Llobregat valley, in the

Fig. 10. Results obtained from Castellbisbal test site (Case 2) over Wenner-Schlumberger field datasets using a pseudosection representation. Measured (a) and calculated (b)Wenner-
Schlumberger apparent resistivity from Eq. (2). Wenner-Schlumberger pseudosection where data that do not pass the proposed quality control have been coloured grey (c).
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NW of Barcelona city, near Castellbisbal (Barcelona, Spain). Surface
sediments are composed mainly of gravels and sands deposited in a
fluvial system. All datasets were acquired along a 48-electrode profile
with an electrode spacing of 5 m (total length 235 m).

Fig. 9 shows the directly measured dipole–dipole pseudosection and
the one obtained following the proposed method. As in Case 1, the solid
line in pseudosection (b) confines the areas without computed values,
because they are associated to data that do not pass the QC. In pseudosec-
tion (c), all dipole–dipole data (dots) are presented, and the areas of the
suspicious data are coloured grey. The results show that only the 11% of
the calculated dipole–dipole data are not considered. Most of the
doubtful data are located at the deepest levels of the pseudosection,
which could be associated with a low signal-to-noise ratio.

Fig. 10 shows the measured and the calculated Wenner-
Schlumberger datasets. The result shows that 12% of data are marked
as doubtful, which is similar to the case of dipole–dipole.

Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate that the directly measured and the calculated
pseudosections present a good fit.

4.2.2. Test site 2
Thisfield testwas carried out on the lower Eocene deltaic complexes

of Roda Sandstone, near La Puebla de Roda (Huesca, Spain). These
sediments are part of an ancient delta system (López-Blanco et al.,

2003). The Roda Sandstone comprises an ensemble of essentially terrig-
enous deposits bounded by two prominent shallow-marine carbonate
units. All configurations were recorded in a line with 72 electrodes
and an electrode spacing of 0.5 m to attain an image of higher resolution
over the prograding sandy delta front. Apparent resistivity pseudosec-
tions, with the directly measured and the calculated datasets, are pre-
sented in Figs. 11 (dipole–dipole pseudosections) and 12 (Wenner-
Schlumberger pseudosections).

Results from La Pobla de Roda site show that only 2% of calculated
dipole–dipole and Wenner-Schlumberger data are identified as
doubtful. As in Test site 1, a very good fit between directly measured
and calculated pseudosections is also shown.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The above results show that the calculated Wenner-Schlumberger
pseudosections have a number of doubtful data similar to or greater
than the calculated dipole–dipole ones. The reason is that the QC is
based on dipole–dipole datasets comparison, which can be too restric-
tive to build the Wenner-Schlumberger dataset. The direct comparison
between noise-free Wenner-Schlumberger model response (M2) and
the one calculated from pPD data, without any QC, reveals that only
1% of calculated data presents relative differences higher than the

Fig. 11. Results obtained from La Puebla de Roda test site (Case 2) over dipole–dipole field datasets using a pseudosection representation. Measured (a) and calculated (b) dipole–
dipole apparent resistivity from Eq. (1). Dipole–dipole pseudosection where data that do not pass the proposed quality control have been coloured grey (c).
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noise added (Fig. 13). Therefore, the computation of the Wenner-
Schlumberger dataset seems to be less sensitive to the noise than
the dipole–dipole one. This pattern is also valid for field data. This
behaviour can be understood using an error propagation scheme:
the calculation of Wenner-Schlumberger datasets involves an addi-
tion. Consequently when Rα and Rβ values are similar in Eq. (3), the
resultant RWS is of the same order of magnitude, and its relative
error is similar to the one of the pPD data. This is not necessarily
true in the dipole–dipole datasets calculation, because the Eq. (1)
involves a subtraction, and Rdd values can be much smaller than the
pPD values, thus amplifying its relative error.

As a strategy for the Wenner-Schlumberger case, we propose
using the QC only to identify the data that can be doubtful, and let
the interpreter decide whether this data is reliable or not according
to their own experience.

The results prove the applicability of the method to fieldwork
datasets, and the validity of the introduced QC. In summary, the
main features of the proposed method are:

○ The pPD datasets can be transformed into other datasets in a
straightforward way.

○ The decision about the type of dataset to be used for interpretation
can be delayed until (or even after) the interpretation time. Other

datasets (not directly measured) can be obtained long after their
acquisition if they are needed in further interpretations.

○ The acquisition time of pPD sequences can be greatly reduced with
a multichannel system, because this sequence is highly suitable for
such instruments. The proposed configurations avoid the far loca-
tion of the remote electrode, which is a great advantage to practi-
cal purposes.

○ A data quality control based on the comparison between two inde-
pendently calculated dipole–dipole datasets, similar to the normal
and reciprocal measurements, is well established.

This method has been tested satisfactorily to reproduce dipole–
dipole and Wenner-Schlumberger datasets, but it can be applied com-
puting other datasets following the same scheme, e.g. the Wenner and
the gradient arrays.
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Fig. 12. Results obtained from La Puebla de Roda test site (Case 2) over Wenner-Schlumberger field datasets using a pseudosection representation. Measured (a) and calculated
(b) Wenner-Schlumberger apparent resistivity from Eq. (2).Wenner-Schlumberger pseudosectionwhere data that do not pass the proposed quality control have been coloured grey (c).
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Appendix A

In this appendix, a discussion about the number of injections
required for multichannel instruments is presented for a dipole–dipole
array, although the results may be equivalent to the pole–pole and
pole–dipole arrays.

For a simple current injection, multichannel instruments allow
recording as many simultaneous potential readings as the instrument
has channels. This can help to reduce the acquisition time, which is pro-
portional to the number of current injections in the array, as shown in
Eq. (4).

The number of data of the pseudosection depends on the number
of involved electrodes (e), and the number of desired levels (N). The
maximum number of data of dipole–dipole pseudosection is

Nn ¼ 1
2

e−3ð Þ e−2ð Þ ðA1Þ

In Fig. A1, the data distribution of the full pseudosection for a dipole–
dipole with e-electrode array is shown. Crosses (x) correspond to data.

White lines represent data simultaneously measured for an injection
with a multichannel system of c channels. The amount of injections
will dependon e,N and c; its computation is based on the pseudosection
of Fig. A1, where several bands can be also seen. Each (grey) band
contains c levels except the one at the bottom that can contain less.
The number of bands is denoted by IM , which can be calculated by
the expression

IM ¼ int
N−1
c

� �
þ 1 ðA2Þ

where int(x) corresponds to the integer part of x. IM , also represents
the maximum number of injections to reach the level N.

Each band involves a different number of injections, as can be
seen in Fig. A1. The band on the top requires e−3 injections, but
the following ones going down in the pseudosection need c injec-
tions lesser than the previous one. For the general case, the number
of injections can be computed as

i ¼ e−3ð Þ þ e−3−cð Þ þ e−3−2cð Þ þ…þ e−3−kcð Þ þ…
þ e−3− IM−1½ �cð Þ

This expression can be arranged in the followingway to prove formula
(5)

i ¼ ∑
IM−1

k¼0
e−3−kcð Þ ¼

¼ IM e−3ð Þ−c ∑
IM−1

k¼0
k

¼ IM e−3ð Þ−1
2
c IM IM−1ð Þf g

¼ IM e−3ð Þ−1
2
c IM−1ð Þ

� �
ðA3Þ

Fig. 13. Results obtained from direct comparison among measured and calculated Wenner-Schlumberger datasets using a pseudosection representation. Calculated Wenner-
Schlumberger apparent resistivity without any quality control (a), and Wenner-Schlumberger pseudosection where data with relative differences higher than the noise added
(2%) have been coloured grey (b).

Fig. A1. Assignation point of data (x) in a dipole–dipole pseudosection. White lines
connect points recorded simultaneously. Data points are grouped in bands of c levels.
N is the number of levels; c is the number of channels, and IM is the number of bands.
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In the case of a monochannel instrument (c=1) the formula (A3)
becomes

i ¼ 1
2
N 2e−5−Nð Þ; ðA4Þ

and if all the levels of the pseudosection are taken (N=e−3) in [A4],
we obtain

i ¼ 1
2

e−3ð Þ e−2ð Þ ¼ Nn;

which coincides with the formula (A1).
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Tunnel construction in urban areas has recently become a topic of interest and has increased the use of tunnel
boring machines. Monitoring subsurface effects due to tunnel building in urban areas with conventional sur-
face geophysical techniques is not an easy task because of space constraints. Taking advantage of the con-
struction of a new metro line in Barcelona (Spain), a geoelectrical experiment, which included borehole
logging and time-lapse cross-hole measurements using permanent electrode deployments, was designed
to characterise and to study the subsurface effects of the tunnel drilling in a test site.
We present a case study in which the differences between time-lapse cross-hole resistivity measurements ac-
quired before, during and after the tunnel drilling below the test site have been calculated using three differ-
ent procedures: a constrained time-lapse inversion, a model subtraction and an inversion of the normalised
data ratio. The three procedures have provided satisfactory images of the resistivity changes and tunnel ge-
ometry, but resistivity changes for the tunnel void were lower than predicted by modelling. This behaviour
has been explained by considering a conductive zone around the tunnel.
Further, an apparent resistivity pseudosection for the cross-hole data, equivalent to the case of the equatorial
dipole–dipole on the surface, is introduced.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The new L9 line under construction in the Barcelona Metro net-
work will link Barcelona International Airport and El Prat de Llobregat
with the towns of Badalona and Santa Coloma de Gramenet through
Barcelona. This construction project allowed the development of a
case study to monitor the subsurface effects of tunnel drilling with a
tunnel boring machine (TBM) in an urban area by integrating geolog-
ical, hydrological and geophysical information. The present study is
part of this project and involved applying geophysical methodologies
to monitor the subsurface effects of the drilling process.

Tunnelling in urban areas with a TBM requires detailed geological
knowledge of the materials that the tunnel goes through to adapt the
TBM to local conditions and complete control of their effects on the
subsoil in some areas (special buildings, hospitals, etc.). Before the
tunnel drilling occurs, subsurface research is usually based on me-
chanical borehole data and soil tests, which improves the subsurface
knowledge but only provides data in a single location. Geophysical
surveys can help to extend this information and to obtain a better

understanding of the affected subsurface volume to guide engineers,
if required, in problematic areas.

Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) with down-hole electrodes–
single-hole ERT (SHERT) or cross-hole ERT (CHERT)–is widely used in
engineering projects. Denis et al. (2002) proposed the re-use of bore-
holes previously drilled for geotechnical investigations for automatic
monitoring of drillings with a TBM. Deucester et al. (2006) used 2D
cross-hole resistivity tomography to design proper remedial actions
below foundations. Gibert et al. (2006) used electrical tomography to
monitor an excavation-damaged zone with rings of electrodes inside
the tunnel. Chambers et al. (2007) used surface and cross-hole 3D elec-
trical resistivity tomography for mineshaft imaging and Ha et al. (2010)
used electrical resistivity techniques to detect weak and fracture zones
during underground construction.

Compared with static surveys, geophysical time-lapse measure-
ments also detail the dynamic changes in the subsurface properties,
which can in turn provide insight into ongoing subsurface processes.
In a particular sense, time-lapse CHERT enables the rate to be deter-
mined at which a particular process (e.g., controlled tracer injection)
is occurring and the volume of the subsurface region affected to be de-
fined (Barker and Moore, 1998; Cassiani et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2008;
Oldenborger et al., 2007).
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The main goal of this case study is to use time-lapse CHERT mea-
surements (acquired before, during and after the drilling) between
two boreholes to identify subsurface changes caused by the tunnel
drilling in an urban area. Moreover, borehole geophysical logs (natu-
ral gamma) were recorded to obtain better knowledge of the geology.

2. Test site geological and geophysical settings

To apply and develop geological, geophysical and hydrogeological
methodologies over the future line L9 in the Barcelona Metro net-
work, a test site was chosen in the Sant Cosme district, El Prat de
Llobregat (Barcelona) (Fig. 1). This town is located on the right
bank of the Llobregat River delta. Buildings and the infrastructure lay-
out at the test site make it very difficult to design optimum geome-
tries to work with surface geophysical techniques.

Geologically, the Llobregat delta is located between the Garraf and
Collserola–Montnegre horst and the Barcelona half-graben. It is a de-
pression controlled by faults and filled with pliocene and quaternary
deposits. From a sedimentological point of view, the delta consists of
two detrital complexes, the Lower Detrital Complex of Pleistocene age
and the Upper Detrital Complex or Holocene delta (Marqués, 1984;
Simó et al., 2005). The Holocene delta reaches a thickness of 60 m and
lies over the Pleistocene paleochannel system, the thickness of which
varies between 80 m and 15 m, thinning towards the NW.

The metro tunnel shaft was intended to pass through the Holo-
cene delta complex at a depth of approximately 19 m with a tunnel
diameter of 9.4 m. Therefore, two mechanical boreholes (named
PA1 and PA2) were drilled to a depth of 30 m symmetrically to the
tunnel trace (15 m apart from each other) to obtain detailed informa-
tion about the geology and so that they could be used as piezometers
(Fig. 2). The water table was located at a depth of 4 m. The borehole
description identifies three main units, limited by stratigraphic

discontinuities, different associated lithofacies (Lth.) and the superfi-
cial anthropic materials. The main units are described below.

• Delta plain, DP: composedmostly of brownish-grey clays interbedded
with fine–very fine sands, Lth. A.

• Delta front, DF: characterised by a set of sediments that range from
fine silty sands to coarse sands with some gravel layers, alternating
with silty fine sand (Lth. B to H). They correspond to beach deposits
and river channels. From a hydrogeological point of view, this is the
shallow aquifer.

• Prodelta, Pd: consists mainly of clayey silts and fine sands, Lth. I. To-
wards the bottom, the unit becomes sandier (fine-sands). From a
hydrogeological point of view, this unit would represent the aquitard.

The test site geophysical characterisation consisted of natural
gamma (NG) logs acquired with a dual induction probe with a natural
gamma ray sensor (Robertson Geologging Ltd.) sampled every 0.01 m
at a logging speed of 3 m/min into each borehole. See Fig. 3 for a de-
tailed description of each lithofacies and the NG logs. The geological
description and NG logs are correlated: low NG values correlate
with a low clay content and vice versa. The NG logs proved to be use-
ful, especially in the test site characterisation, where the Lth. H (PA2),
defined as medium-to-coarse sands and medium gravels from the
borehole description (borehole core recovery was approximately
20%) seems to be clayey.

During the experiment, the water resistivity was also measured in
the boreholes and its value remained at 1900±100 μS/cm.

3. Experimental design

Home-made experimental electrodes and specific cables were
produced for the CHERT measurements to monitor the tunnel drilling
effects below the test site. As electrodes, stainless steel rectangular

Fig. 1. Location of the test site (Sant Cosme district) in El Prat de Llobregat town (Barcelona, Spain).
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meshes (0.1 m×0.3 m) were directly fastened outside the PVC pipe
during the piezometer installation, which avoided the borehole/
borehole-fluid effects (Doetsch et al., 2010; Nimmer et al., 2008).
Plastic-sheathed cables were attached outside the pipe and were
connected to a Syscal Pro resistivity meter (Iris Instruments) by a
standard connector (Fig. 4).

Due to the presence of anthropogenic materials up to a depth of
5 m and the position of the water table at a depth of 4 m, the first
electrode was placed at a depth of 5 m. The PVC pipe was centred
in each borehole and the small annular space between the pipe and
borehole walls, consisting of poorly consolidated materials, provided
us good electrode–ground contact. However, care had to be taken to
prevent damage to the cables and electrode displacement during
the installation of the PVC pipe.

Because of the small borehole annular space, the number of elec-
trodes and the spacing chosen (24 electrodes evenly spaced 1 m
from each other in each borehole) involved a trade-off between reso-
lution and the desired borehole length to be monitored (see Fig. 5).
The aspect ratio, or relation between the borehole separation and
the total length of the instrumented borehole, should be no more
than 0.75, ideally 0.5, to achieve better results in CHERT measure-
ments (LaBrecque et al., 1996). In our case, CHERT measurements
were acquired with an aspect ratio of 0.67 between the boreholes
PA1 and PA2.

Before starting any geophysical measurement, subsoil conditions
were allowed to stabilise for threeweeks after the electrode installation.
LaBrecque et al. (1996) observed that permanently installed electrodes
were electrically noisier when first installed but that they improved
over time. Later, conductivity logs with a dual induction probe were
recorded in each borehole to supply the actual depth of each electrode
because the stainless steel meshes used as electrodes created strong
anomalies in the conductivity logs (not shown here). Due to the pie-
zometer tubes included in the boreholes, which decrease in diameter

in the slotted zones, the borehole geophysical logging did not reach
themaximum possible depth. The conductivity log confirmed the spac-
ing between electrodes because the electrodes were fixed to the casing
prior to deployment into the boreholes. However, the electrode depths
were corrected accordingly to avoid electrodemislocation effects on re-
sistivity (Oldenborger et al., 2005; Wilkinson et al., 2008).

4. Monitoring the drilling effects on the test site

Monitoring the drilling effects consisted of time-lapse CHERT
measurements acquired with the 48 electrodes installed into PA1
and PA2. The bipole–bipole (AM–BN) configuration (Zhou and
Greenlangh, 1997, 2000) was the deployment used in this study.

Before the TBM passed through the test site, time-lapse CHERT
datasets were acquired several days apart to identify possible anom-
alies correlated with the acquisition procedure, equipment or bad
electrode contacts. Repeatability has also allowed us to calculate the
background dataset and to estimate a data error of 1%.

The schedule of time-lapse CHERT measurements is presented in
Table 1. The CHERT data acquisition was limited by the access to the
test site.

4.1. Apparent resistivity pseudosection for CHERT data

The representation of the apparent resistivity is not a simple task
with CHERT data because it involves more than two parameters
(e.g., depth, level, orientation, etc.). In this paper, to have a rough
image of the subsoil electrical structure, an apparent resistivity
pseudosection equivalent to the case of the equatorial dipole–dipole
on the surface has been built considering only data in which the cur-
rent and potential electrodes A and M are at the same depth as the
current and potential electrodes B and N, respectively. This

Fig. 2. Map of the test site showing the location of boreholes PA1 and PA2 and the tunnel trace. The tunnel goes from W to E.
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pseudosection only accounts for 12% of the recorded data for each
dataset (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6A shows the apparent resistivity pseudosection when the
TMB was drilling far from the test site (19th of March). A
three-layer distribution can be observed: a resistive layer from
5.5 m down to 15.0 m (region a), a more conductive middle layer be-
tween 15 and 24 m (region b) and a more resistive layer at the bot-
tom (region c). Fig. 6B and C corresponds to the apparent resistivity
pseudosections on the 21st of March and the 16th of April, during
and after the drilling underneath the test site, respectively. Fig. 6B
shows a more conductive middle layer, which correlates to the effect
of the TBM passing through it. Fig. 6C reveals a similar apparent resis-
tivity distribution to that shown in Fig. 6A, but regions (b), (d) and (f)
become more resistive, which points to the presence of the tunnel
void.

4.2. Resistivity changes from time-lapse CHERT

The individual inversion of each time-lapse CHERT dataset has
provided resistivity models in which the tunnel void and resistivity
changes cannot be clearly identified. Therefore, three inversion pro-
cedures have been used to highlight them: a constrained time-lapse
inversion (Loke, 2001), a model subtraction and an inversion of the
normalised data ratio (Daily and Owen, 1991; Daily et al., 1992;
Slater et al., 2000).

From our own experience, resistivity changes below 5% will not be
considered in the model interpretation. This is consistent with the
reported values of water resistivity during the experiment, which
may produce subsoil resistivity variations up to ±5% according to
Archie's law (Archie, 1942).

The reference model used for all three procedures (see Fig. 7) has
been obtained after the inversion of the background dataset. The

CHERT data do not seem to be able to identify each lithofacies within
the main geological units. To make the location of the resistivity
changes easily recognisable, we have established three zones (see
Fig. 7) that may undergo changes in the resistivity: Zone 1 (between
5 m and 15 m), Zone 2 (between 15 m and 24 m) and Zone 3 (below
24 m).

4.2.1. Constrained time-lapse inversion
This procedure consists of using the first data set as a reference

model to constrain the inversion of the later datasets. The robust
smoothness constraint method has been used and the RMS obtained
ranges from 0.9% to 1.9%. Resistivity changes are expressed in per-
centage by expression (1):

%Δρ ¼ ρi−ρ0

ρ0

� �
� 100 ð1Þ

where ρi is the resistivity of the model at time i and ρ0 is the resistiv-
ity in the reference model. Positive values indicate that the model is
becoming more resistive than the reference model, while negative
values indicate a decrease in resistivity.

The images of the resistivity changes are presented in Fig. 8 (A to
D). Fig. 8A shows that the resistivity values decreased by approxi-
mately 70% in the central part of Zone 2 while the TBM was drilling
underneath the test site (21st of March at 14:52). At the same time,
the resistivity increased by approximately 5%–10% in Zone 1 and in
the left part of Zone 2. The resistivity variations tend to be accentuat-
ed during the drilling process through the test site, reaching values of
80% for a decrease in resistivity in the central portion of Zone 2 and of
10%–20% for an increase in resistivity in Zone 1 and Zone 3. The resis-
tivity also increases by approximately 5%–10% near the electrodes in
Zone 2 (Fig. 8B). Once the TBM left the test site (2nd and 16th of

Fig. 3. Geological columns of boreholes PA1 and PA2 with the natural gamma logs. Survey points identified three main units and nine lithofacies (Lth.), which are repeated in almost
all of the test sites: Delta plain (Lth. A: clay with fine–very fine sand), Delta front (Lth. B: medium sand interbedded with clay and silt, Lth. C: fine to very fine sand with clayey silt,
Lth. D: medium to coarse sand with some gravel and clayey silt horizons, Lth. E: fine to very fine sand and clayey silt, Lth. F: medium to coarse sand interbedded with some gravel
horizons, Lth. G: alternate layers of clayey silt and fine sand and Lth. H: medium to coarse sand and medium gravel), and Prodelta (Lth. I: clayey silt and fine sand). Natural gamma
results are presented in cps (counts per second).
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April), the resistivity increased up to 70%–80% in central Zone 2
(Fig. 8C and D). Note that the resistivity increases by approximately
5%–10% around the tunnel void, especially above it (Fig. 8C and D).

4.2.2. Model subtraction
This procedure consists of calculating the resistivity changes after

the individual inversion of each time-lapse dataset. The resistivity
changes are expressed as percentage according to expression (1).

In this method, the application of the same inversion scheme to all
the time-lapse datasets is required to make the comparison reliable.
Among the different methods, the robust inversion method (Loke,
1999) was used because it shows a good resolution when sharp
boundaries with strong resistivity contrast are involved. The RMS
obtained in each individual inversion ranges from 0.7% to 1.2%. The
resistivity changes obtained from the model subtraction method are
presented in Fig. 9 (A to D).

During the tunnel drilling through the test site (21st of March at
14:52), the resistivity values decreased by approximately 75% in

Fig. 5. Sketch of piezometers PA1 and PA2 with electrode locations and the water table.
The tunnel section is also included.

Table 1
Schedule of geophysical measurements.

Date/time Drilling conditions Type of geophysical
measurement

14/02/08 Piezometers equipped
08/03/08 Geophysical borehole

logging (dual induction
probe)

12–13–14–19–20/
03/08

CHERT-testing

21/03/08 14:52 h TBM is passing through the
test site

CHERT

21/03/08 19:53 h TBM is passing through the
test site

CHERT

02/04/08 12:17 h Tunnel drilled CHERT
16/04/08 11:49 h CHERT

CHERT: cross-hole electrical resistivity tomography. TBM: tunnel boring machine.

Fig. 4. Pictures of the piezometer equipment showing: (A) the installation of the meshes used as electrodes and cables, (B) and (C) the connexion with the resistivity meter and the
external cables of the borehole and (D) and (E) details of the home-made meshes and connector.
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central Zone 2 and increased by approximately 10%–20% in Zone 1
and on the left side of Zone 2 (Fig. 9A). These resistivity variations sig-
nificantly increased over time, reaching a decrease in resistivity of
90% in central Zone 2 and increases of 20%–40% in Zones 1, 2 and 3
(Fig. 9B). Once the TBM left the test site (2nd of April and 16th of
April), the resistivity increased up to 170% in central Zone 2 (Fig. 9C
and D). Notice the high resistivity variations of approximately 10%–
30% at the bottom of Zone 3, especially after the drilling.

4.2.3. Inverting the data ratio or normalisation
This procedure consists of inverting normalised datasets obtained

by the following expression:

Rn
i ¼ Rh

Rt
i

R0

 !
ð2Þ

where Ri
n is the normalised datum, R0 is the background resistance

value, Rit is the resistance value at time i and Rh is the theoretical resis-
tance value for an arbitrary homogeneous resistivity distribution
(e.g., 10 Ω·m). Note that Eq. (2) can work with apparent resistivity
values and resistance values.

The inversion of a normalised dataset produces an image of resis-
tivity changes relative to the homogeneous model. Therefore, subtle
subsurface changes can be imaged using this approach (Daily et al.,
2004). The robust inversion method was used and the RMS was in
the range from 0.7% to 1.0%.

The changes in resistivity are presented as a percentage change in
Fig. 10 (A to D). When the TBMwas drilling through the test site (21st
of March at 14:52), the resistivity decreased by approximately 80% in
central Zone 2, but the resistivity increased by approximately 10%–
20% in Zone 1 and by approximately 5%–10% on the left side of

Fig. 6. Apparent resistivity pseudosections for cross-hole data. The axes are the midpoint depth between the AB andMN dipoles (z-axis) and the level n−1 (x-axis), which indicates
the separation between dipoles. (A), (B) and (C) correspond to apparent resistivity pseudosections for the indicated dates and cross-hole data. (D) identifies the regions used in the
pseudosection description. Regions (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the cases in which the two dipoles (AB and MN) are in the same layer. Regions (d), (e) and (f) correspond, re-
spectively, to the cases in which one dipole is in the top layer and the other in the middle layer, in which one dipole is in the middle layer and the other dipole in the bottom layer
and in which dipoles are on both top and bottom resistive layers.

Fig. 7. Reference model obtained from CHERT measurements before the tunnel drilling
through the test site. Geological units and lithofacies are also included. The horizontal
dots correspond to topography and vertical dots to the electrode position.
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Zone 2 (Fig. 10A). The resistivity changes increased over time,
reaching values of 90% in central Zone 2 for the resistivity decrease
and values for the resistivity increase of 20%–40% in Zone 1 and of
10%–20% in Zone 3 (Fig. 10B). Once the TBM left the test site (2nd
of April and 16th of April), the resistivity increased up to 100% in cen-
tral Zone 2. Moreover, the resistivity increases by approximately 10%–
20% around the tunnel void (Fig. 10C and D).

5. Interpretation and discussion

In this study, all inversion procedures were consistent and showed
a large decrease in resistivity in the central part of Zone 2 when the

TBMwas drilling through the test site (21st of March), whereas an in-
crease in resistivity was detected at the same location once the TBM
moved away from the test site (2nd of April and 16th of April).
These variations are related to the presence of the TBM and to the
tunnel void. Therefore, the tunnel section diameter can be satisfacto-
rily estimated from the resistivity variation in the central portion of
Zone 2. However, the resistivity changes for the tunnel void were
lower than predicted by modelling. The maximum increase in resis-
tivity at the tunnel depth was 80% caused by the robust smoothness
constrained inversion, of 170% from the model subtraction procedure
and 100% from the data ratio inversion procedure. This aspect will be
discussed below.

Fig. 8. Image sequence (A to D) of tunnel drilling considering the inversion with the robust smoothness constraint and by using Eq. (1). The dashed line corresponds to the tunnel
section. The locations of the three areas identified that may suffer changes in the resistivity (Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3) are included. See text.
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To study this effect, we have simulated the tunnel void under the
test site conditions and have calculated the resistivity variations using
the three procedures mentioned above. The responses were non-
distinguishable for a resistivity void contrast higher than 300 times
that of the surroundings. In this case, we have taken a value of
10,000 Ω·m for the tunnel resistivity. The resistivity variations related
to the presence of the tunnel void are significantly higher than the
ones calculated from field datasets. For this reason, following Suzuki
et al. (2004), a conductive zone of 3 Ω·mand a thickness of 1 m around
a tunnel void has been simulated. In this case, the calculated resistivity
changes are similar to the ones calculated from field datasets (see

Fig. 11), suggesting the need for this conductive zone around the tunnel
void, whose origin is not clear when drilling soft soils. This zone could
have been produced by changes in the physical properties or the
water content of the materials around the tunnel void, such as an in-
creasing of the porosity in the materials surrounding the tunnel due
to relaxation of the subsoil after drilling or an effect due to the injection
of viscous fluids around the shield simultaneous with the advancement
of the TBM.

The other relevant resistivity changes identified by comparing the
resultant images obtained by each inversion procedure are presented
and discussed below. First, the resistivity increased in almost all zones

Fig. 9. Image sequence (A to D) of the difference between the resistivity models obtained by individual inversion and by using Eq. (1). The dashed line corresponds with the tunnel
section. The locations of the three zones identified, which may suffer changes in the resistivity (Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3), are included. See text.
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of the models during the tunnel drilling through the test site using the
three procedures, but it was slightly higher in the case of the ratio
procedure and much higher in the case of model subtraction. Second,
high resistivity variations near the electrodes were detected in the
model subtraction images, although the ones obtained from the
other two procedures are almost free of them.

The variations in resistivity seem to be more scattered in the
model subtraction images. Notice that slight differences in the indi-
vidual data fitting of each dataset can result in different resistivity
values in the resulting models. Therefore, the resistivity variations
near the electrodes and in the bottom of Zone 3 can be associated
with undesired effects due to the individual inversion of each dataset.

6. Conclusions

We have shown that CHERT can be used as a “quasi-real time” tool
to detect possible anomalous situations in drilling contexts with TBM
in urban areas. In addition, permanently installed electrodes facilitate
long-term monitoring of subsurface structures, such as tunnels, to
monitor possible unexpected damage. We consider the CHERT meth-
od with the experimental electrodes and cables to be a rapid and
cost-effective tool for monitoring the subsoil effects due to engineer-
ing subsurface processes in urban areas. We have also shown that
geophysical logs can help to better characterise the geology of the
test site.

Fig. 10. Image sequence (A to D) of tunnel drilling considering the inversion of the normalised data ratio given by Eq. (2). The dashed line corresponds to the tunnel section. The
location of the three areas identified, which may suffer changes in the resistivity (Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3), are included. See text.
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We found that it was of utmost importance to acquire repeated
datasets before starting any process at the test site to obtain a back-
ground dataset and to estimate the data error.

The comparison of the three procedures, along with the use of
modelling, has been quite helpful in identifying the most relevant
changes and artefacts and in justifying the low resistivity values
through the presence of a conductive zone around the tunnel. Further
studies would be needed to interpret this conductive zone around the
tunnel in soft soils and the resistivity changes observed during tunnel
drilling in Zones 1 and 3.

The apparent resistivity pseudosection for cross-hole data, equiv-
alent to the case of the equatorial dipole–dipole on the surface, ex-
hibits the main features of the resistivity variations along time lapse
sequences.
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ABSTRACT 8 

Cross-hole electrical resistivity tomography is a useful tool in geotechnical, hydrogeological or 9 

fluid/gas plume migration studies. It allows to better characterizing deep subsurface structures and 10 

monitoring the involved processes. However, due to the large amount of possible four-electrode 11 

combinations between boreholes, the choice of the most efficient ones for rapid plume migration 12 

experiments (real-time monitoring) becomes a challenge. In this work, we present a numerical 13 

simulation to assess the capabilities and constraints of the most common cross-hole configurations for 14 

real-time monitoring. Four-electrode configurations, sensitivity, dependence on the body location and 15 

amount of data were taken into account. The experimental results showed that a prior knowledge about 16 

configurations capability can be used to greatly reduce amount of data stepwise, in order to adjust the 17 

acquisition time to the length of the dynamic process to be monitored, maintaining the maximum 18 

potential resolution of each configuration. 19 
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2 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 1 

Cross-hole electrical resistivity tomography (CHERT) consists of acquiring electrical resistivity 2 

measurements between two or more boreholes and aims imaging the resistivity distribution between 3 

them. Since electrodes are down in boreholes, CHERT allows imaging deeper areas and helps to 4 

improve resolution at depth.  5 

 6 

Monitoring time-lapse evolution of fluids or gas plumes injected in boreholes (Barker and Moore, 7 

1998; Slater et al., 2000; Kiessling et al., 2010; Hagrey and Petersen, 2011; Carrigan et al., 2013) or 8 

urban tunnel drillings (Denis et al., 2002; Gibert et al., 2006; Chambers et al., 2007; Bellmunt et al., 9 

2012) using CHERT is becoming common because of the simple and quick data acquisition. However, 10 

when rapid migration processes are going to be monitored, the acquisition time becomes critical 11 

because it has to be adjusted to the length of the dynamic process. Significant resistivity changes 12 

during data acquisition could lead to low resolution images and low convergence of data (Wilkinson et 13 

al., 2010). The acquisition time is directly related to the amount of data and the multichannel 14 

acquisition efficiency (Bellmunt and Marcuello, 2011). As a general rule, increasing the amount of 15 

data will increase resolution, but the improvement begins to level off at large amount of data. The 16 

dataset that includes all the standard and non-standard (non-reciprocal) measurements, named 17 

comprehensive dataset (Stummer et al., 2004) will contain the maximum resolution. However, the 18 

huge amount of data makes it of unrealistic application. 19 

 20 

The recent researches in electrical resistivity tomography are focused on searching limited electrode 21 

combinations that are comparable in quality to the comprehensive dataset by developing optimization 22 

algorithms. In these algorithms, the cumulative sensitivity (Furman et al., 2004; Hennig and Weller, 23 

2005) or the model resolution (Stummer et al., 2004; Wilkinson et al., 2006) improvement is evaluated 24 

while groups of combinations of the comprehensive dataset are sequentially added to a small base one. 25 

Nyquist et al. (2007) compared the optimized array of Stummer et al. (2004) and the standard dipole-26 

dipole array and they conclude that the first one provides better resolution mainly at depth. But they 27 

noticed that the optimized dataset required three times the standard dipole-dipole acquisition time. 28 



3 

 

Wilkinson et al. (2012) constrained the optimization algorithms to choose what they call near-optimal 1 

configurations but well suited for multichannel acquisitions.  2 

 3 

At present, the optimization algorithms are not included in the commercial software for resistivity data 4 

inversion. Therefore, most researchers still use the traditional CHERT configurations. The extended 5 

use of the traditional configurations has allowed researchers to establish their main characteristics 6 

(Yang and Ward, 1985; Bing and Greenhalgh, 1997, 2000; Wilkinson et al., 2008). As a general rule 7 

in electrical resistivity tomography, the smaller the dipoles length, the larger the influence on data of 8 

the immediately surrounding boreholes, and, the larger the dipoles length, the larger the influence on 9 

data of the central area of the panel between the involved boreholes. However, larger dipoles are more 10 

affected by lateral effects from heterogeneities located outside the panel between the involved 11 

boreholes, which can produce shadow effects in the resultant inversion models (Nimmer et al., 2008). 12 

Tsourlos et al. (2011) detected this shadow effects on single borehole-to-surface ERT experiments, 13 

and conclude that they are the consequence of the high symmetrical sensitivity pattern of the in-hole 14 

configurations (all the electrodes in the same borehole). They proposed a modified inversion scheme 15 

based on a weighted factor to avoid the shadow or symmetric effects of the in-hole configurations. 16 

But, they pointed out the difficulty of defining an objective threshold of asymmetry to use in an 17 

automatic way and of removing completely the artefacts from configurations with highly symmetrical 18 

sensitivity pattern. 19 

 20 

This work proposes an organized way to select the most adequate electrode combinations for rapid 21 

CHERT monitoring (acquisition protocol) in order to reduce: 1) the amount of data and acquisition 22 

time while maintaining the maximum potential benefit of each configuration and 2) the shadow effects 23 

inherent to configurations with highly symmetrical sensitivity pattern. The abilities of the most 24 

common CHERT configurations are evaluated and compared using 2D numerical models to reduce 25 

uncertain on the acquisition protocol using each configuration or a mixed one. 26 

 27 

1. DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 28 
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Here, we present the methodology followed to analyse the CHERT configurations ability to plume 1 

migration monitoring. Figure 1 can help to better understand the meaning of the next expressions, 2 

although it will be explained later. The presented procedure consists of three steps: 3 

 4 

The first step consists of calculating the relative resistivity variation produced using each 5 

configuration by considering the addition of a resistivity anomaly in a homogeneous half-space. This 6 

resistivity variation is related to the anomaly detection capability and it is calculated by the following 7 

expression: 8 

 �� � ��� �� 	 �
��
� � ( 1 ) 

 9 

where AD: Anomaly Detection value (in absolute value); �
�: resistivity value obtained using a 10 

homogeneous earth. �: resistivity value obtained including a resistivity anomaly in the homogeneous 11 

earth. Both resistivity values are calculated using the same electrode combination. Similar expressions 12 

to evaluate the anomaly effect can be found in Militzer et al. (1979). 13 

 14 

The second step consists of calculating the relative difference between two resistivity values 15 

calculated for the same electrode combination but, one considering an anomaly located in the panel 16 

between two involved boreholes and the other one, with the anomaly located outside the panel. The 17 

difference between the two responses is related to the symmetry on the sensitivity pattern. If no 18 

resistivity differences between the two responses are detected, it will imply low capacity to resolve the 19 

plume migration direction (highly symmetrical sensitivity pattern), and the interpretation will be 20 

uncertain. In this work, this difference is calculated by the expression: 21 

 22 

 �� � ��� �2���� 	 �������� � ���� � ( 2 ) 

 23 

where IOS: In-panel/Off-panel Sensitivity value (absolute value); ���: resistivity value obtained using 24 
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a resistivity anomaly into the panel between two involved boreholes;	����: resistivity value obtained 1 

using the same resistivity anomaly as before but located outside the panel. 2 

 3 

The third step consists of selecting the top rated four-electrode combinations of each configuration 4 

using the first and second steps results, which leads to reduce the amount of data and the symmetric 5 

artefacts. As a general rule, the criterion used is to choice the electrode combinations with the highest 6 

AD and IOS. The acquisition time, desired resolution and signal-to-noise ratio have to be considered 7 

to make a proper election.  8 

 9 

2. APPLICATION 10 

In order to evaluate the CHERT configurations ability (steps 1 and 2 of the data analysis procedure) 11 

we designed a 2D numerical experiment simulating a plume migration process. Following, we 12 

describe the plume migration model and the CHERT electrode configurations used. 13 

 14 

2.1. Plume migration model 15 

The plume migration model (Figure 1) was designed to get knowledge about the AD, but especially 16 

about the IOS of the CHERT configurations. It consists of three in-line boreholes, 10 m apart and 17 

20 m in depth, located in a 100 ohm·m homogeneous half-space. 21 electrodes (1 m-spaced) were 18 

placed into each borehole. The plume migration process was simulated using three square bodies of 19 

side length twice the electrode distance and centred at three different positions of constant depth: 1, 3 20 

and 5 m from BH2, named stages A, B and C, respectively. Two resistivity contrasts 21 

(Rc=ρplume/ρhalf space), emulating a saline (Rc=0.1) and a gas (Rc=10) plumes, were considered. 22 

 23 

The two panels between the three boreholes in Figure 1 have been grey coloured to differentiate 24 

between the cross-hole measurements acquired using the BH1 and BH2 (Panel 1) and the ones 25 

acquired using BH2 and BH3 (Panel 2). The AD (step 1) was evaluated comparing panel 1 resistivity 26 

responses with and without the imbedded anomalies for each migration model stage and the IOS (step 27 

2) was evaluated comparing the panel 1 and panel 2 resistivity responses for each migration model 28 
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stage. In all the cases the comparison is made always using the same electrode combination. Note that 1 

using the two panels in step 2, two opposite directions for the plume migration are simulated: inward 2 

the panel 1 (measuring between boreholes BH1 and BH2) and outward the panel 2 (measuring 3 

between boreholes BH2 and BH3). As commented before, no differences between panel 1 and panel 2 4 

responses can lead to obtain resistivity images of uncertain interpretation. 5 

 6 

Figure 1. Model and stages used to simulate a plume migration experiment. Small vertical black squares 7 

represent the electrode location into boreholes BH1, BH2 and BH3; black arrow and grey squares (named A, B 8 

and C) simulate the plume migration at stages A, B and C, respectively. Panel 1 (light grey coloured) represents 9 

the cross-hole measurements acquired between BH1 and BH2 and panel 2 (dark grey coloured), the cross-hole 10 

measurements acquired between BH2 and BH3. 11 

 12 

2.2. CHERT configurations 13 

In this work, we use the term "dipole", instead of “bipole”, to designate the CHERT configurations 14 

because of their extensive use in the surface configurations notation, but we add the prefix CH (cross-15 

hole). This experiment is focused on the CH dipole-dipole arrays (CH AM-BN and CH AB-MN), and 16 

the CH pole-tripole (CH AMN-B/A-BMN) array (Bing and Greenhalgh, 2000; Goes and Meekes, 17 

2004), which are summarized in Figure 2. Capital letters designate the electrodes (A and B represent 18 

the current electrodes and, M and N, the potential ones) and their position into the boreholes (i.e. AM-19 

BN means that the A and M electrodes are located in one borehole and the B and N, in the other one). 20 

 21 
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 1 

Figure 2. Electrode distribution scheme for the CH dipole-dipole arrays (CH AM-BN and CH AB-MN) and the 2 

CH pole-tripole array with the MN dipole in the two boreholes (CH AMN-B/A-BMN). Capital letters and 3 

red/blue points designate the electrode name and their position into the boreholes (A and B represent the current 4 

electrodes and, M and N, the potential ones); AM: vertical distance between the current and the potential 5 

electrodes; MN: vertical distance between the potential electrodes. 6 

 7 

The configurations responses to the model (stages A to C) presented in Figure 1 were calculated using 8 

the commercial Earthimager 2D software (AGI, Advanced Geosciences, Inc.) with a lateral extended 9 

four-element mesh. The CH dipole-dipole AM-BN responses were calculated moving up and down the 10 

electrodes but maintaining the distance between the electrodes A and M always equal to the B and N 11 

electrodes distance, which resulted in a datasets of 5740 combinations, 2870 per panel using the 12 

resistivity model presented in Figure 1. The CH dipole-dipole AB-MN responses were calculated 13 

using the current electrodes (A and B) distance always equal to the potential electrodes (M and N) one, 14 

obtaining 5740 combinations (2870 per panel). And the CH pole-tripole (AMN-B/A-BMN) responses 15 

were calculated moving up and down the electrodes but always maintaining the electrodes A and B at 16 

the same depth, which resulted in 3080 combinations (1540 per panel). The AM and MN distances 17 

used do not include all the possible four-electrode combinations for each configuration, but they are 18 

considered the most representative distances for each configuration. 19 

 20 

3. RESULTS 21 

Following, we present the results obtained by applying the proposed methodology to the CH dipole-22 

dipole (AM-BN, AB-MN) and the CH pole-tripole arrays using the migration model presented in 23 
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Figure 1 and considering two resistivity contrasts, Rc=0.1 and Rc=10. The magnitudes of AD and IOS 1 

for each configuration were calculated versus different AM and MN distances.  2 

 3 

3.1. Resistivity contrast Rc=0.1 4 

The results of applying the presented methodology to three plume bodies of resistivity 10 ohm·m in a 5 

100 ohm·m half-space are presented below. 6 

 7 

3.1.1. Anomaly detection value, AD  8 

Figure 3 shows the AD results for each configuration versus different AM and MN distances. The 9 

maximum AD is obtained for the CH dipole-dipole AB-MN and CH pole-tripole arrays at all the three 10 

stages of the migration model. 11 

 12 

The AD presents a quite similar behaviour for all the three configurations used (Figure 3). As 13 

expected, the higher AD is obtained at stage A (Figure 1), because of the plume is closer to the 14 

boreholes. When the plume moves from stage A to stage C, the AD decreases and larger AM distances 15 

are needed to detect the plume. Once the maximum value is reached, the AD decreases and tends to 16 

level off. This decrease is rapidly accentuated when the AM distance becomes higher than the 17 

boreholes distance. However, each configuration presents a slightly different AD pattern (Figure 3). 18 

 19 
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 1 

Figure 3. Anomaly detection value, AD, calculated for the CH dipole-dipole (AM-BN and AB-MN) and the CH 2 

pole-tripole arrays at the three stages (A, B and C) of the migration experiment using a resistivity contrast 3 

Rc=0.1. Maximum absolute relative resistivity variation (Y-axis) versus AM (X-axis) and MN (coloured lines) 4 

distances. Dashed line indicates a 10% of resistivity change as guidance only.  5 

 6 

For the CH AM-BN array, the maximum AD obtained with equation (1) at stages A, B and C were 7 

28%, 8% and 6%, respectively. As the MN distance increases, a secondary AD peak is exhibit when 8 

the AM distance becomes similar to the boreholes distance (10 m). This secondary peak becomes 9 

higher than the primary one at stage B of the migration model. 10 

 11 

For the CH pole-tripole array (AMN-B/A-BMN), the maximum AD obtained at stages A, B and C 12 

were 82%, 17% and 7%, respectively. Once the maximum values are reached, this configuration 13 
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presents a flat area of maximum AD before starting to decrease. The AD decreases as the MN distance 1 

increases. 2 

 3 

The CH AB-MN array exhibits extremely high values (higher than 100%) for all the three model 4 

stages when the AM value becomes similar to the boreholes distance. For AM distances lower than 5 

six, out of the interval of extremely high values, AD is of about 80%, 25% and 20% for stages A, B 6 

and C respectively. As the MN distance increases, the AD decreases. 7 

 8 

3.1.2. In-panel/off-panel sensitivity value, IOS 9 

Figure 4 shows the IOS results for each configuration versus different AM and MN distances. The 10 

maximum IOS using Rc=0.1 is obtained for the CH dipole-dipole AB-MN and the CH pole-tripole 11 

arrays at all the stages of the migration model. 12 

 13 

The IOS presents a similar behaviour than the AD does: the higher values are obtained at stage A and 14 

as the plume moves from stage A to C, the IOS decreases. Once the maximum IOS is reached, it 15 

rapidly decreases. However, the maximum IOS is always obtained using AM=10-12 for all the studied 16 

configurations and stages of the migration model. 17 

 18 

For the CH AM-BN array, the maximum IOS obtained at stages A, B and C were 20%, 8% and 6%, 19 

respectively. As the MN values increase, the IOS increases. 20 

 21 

For the CH pole-tripole array, the maximum IOS obtained at stages A, B and C were 70%, 10% and 22 

9%, respectively. In this case, as the MN values increase, the IOS decreases. 23 

 24 

The CH AB-MN array presents the highest IOS, but extremely high values are detected for AM 25 

distances similar to the boreholes distance. As the MN values increase, the IOS decreases. 26 

 27 
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 1 

Figure 4. In-panel/off-panel sensitivity value, IOS, calculated using the CH dipole-dipole (AM-BN and AB-2 

MN) and the CH pole-tripole arrays for all the three stages (A, B and C) of the plume migration experiment and 3 

a resistivity contrast, Rc=0.1. Maximum absolute relative resistivity difference (Y-axis) versus AM (X-axis) and 4 

MN (coloured lines) distances. Dashed line indicates a 10% of resistivity difference as guidance only. 5 

 6 

3.2. Resistivity contrast Rc=10 7 

The procedure application results obtained using plume bodies of 100 ohm·m in a 1000 ohm m 8 

half-space, are presented below. 9 

 10 

3.2.1. Anomaly detection value, AD  11 

Figure 5 shows the main results obtained for the AD using Rc=10. The curves obtained using Rc=0.1 12 

and Rc=10 (Figure 3 and 5) show that the AD follows a similar behaviour in front different resistivity 13 

contrasts, but with slightly different values. In general, the AD obtained using Rc=10 is slightly lower 14 
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than the one reached using Rc=0.1. Therefore, the results obtained using Rc=10 will be explained 1 

mainly focused on the differences observed from the previous resistivity contrast. 2 

 3 

For the CH AM-BN array, the maximum AD obtained at stages A, B and C were 16%, 9% and 8%, 4 

respectively. In this case, as the MN distances increase, the secondary AD peak becomes higher than 5 

the primary one at all the stages of the migration model. 6 

 7 

For the CH pole-tripole array, the maximum AD obtained at stages A, B and C were 82%, 14% and 8 

7%, respectively. In this case, the maximum AD tends to level off, but much slowly than it does using 9 

Rc=0.1 (compare Figure 3 and 5). 10 

 11 

The CH AB-MN array exhibits the same extremely high values as the ones obtained using Rc=0.1. 12 

However, for small AM distances the AD increases faster than using a conductive anomaly (compare 13 

Figure 3 and 5). 14 

 15 
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 1 

Figure 5. Anomaly detection value, AD, calculated for the CH dipole-dipole (AM-BN and AB-MN) and the 2 

CH pole-tripole arrays at the three stages (A, B and C) of the plume migration experiment using a resistivity 3 

contrast, Rc=10. Maximum absolute relative resistivity variation (Y-axis) versus AM (X-axis) and MN (coloured 4 

lines) distances using panel 1. Dashed line indicates a 10% of resistivity change as guidance only.  5 

 6 

3.2.2. In-panel/off-panel sensitivity value, IOS 7 

Figure 6 shows the main results for the IOS using Rc=10. As the AD does, the IOS follows a similar 8 

behaviour for different resistivity contrasts. Therefore, the results obtained using Rc=10 will be 9 

explained based on the differences observed from the previous resistivity contrast results.  10 

 11 

For the CH AM-BN array, the maximum IOS obtained at stages A, B and C were 27%, 11% and 9%, 12 

respectively, which are slightly higher than the ones reached using Rc=0.1 (compare Figure 3 and 13 

Figure 6). As the MN value increases, the maximum IOS increases. 14 
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 1 

For the CH pole-tripole array, the maximum IOS obtained at stages A, B and C were 56%, 12% and 2 

7%, respectively. In this case, the values obtained using Rc=10 are only higher than the ones reached 3 

using Rc=0.1 at the stage B (compare Figure 4 and Figure 6) of the migration model. As the MN value 4 

increases, the IOS decreases. 5 

 6 

The CH AB-MN array presents the highest IOS but extremely high values at AM distances similar to 7 

the boreholes distance. As the MN value increases, the IOS decreases. 8 

 9 

 10 

Figure 6. In-panel/off-panel sensitivity value, IOS, calculated using the CH dipole-dipole (AM-BN and AB-11 

MN) and the CH pole-tripole arrays for all the three stages (A, B and C) of the plume migration experiment and 12 

a resistivity contrast, Rc=10. Maximum relative resistivity variation (Y-axis) versus AM (X-axis) and MN 13 
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(coloured lines) distances using panel 1 and panel 2 responses. Dashed line indicates a 10% of resistivity 1 

difference as guidance only.  2 

 3 

3.3.  Organized selection of the combinations 4 

Once the configurations with the best capabilities are detected, the selection of the most suitable 5 

combinations can be made in an organized way from the analysis data results. Taking into account the 6 

similar AD and IOS behaviour observed using each configuration for different resistivity contrasts 7 

(Figures 3 to 6), the organized selection of the combinations is carried out in the same way regardless 8 

of the resistivity contrast to be resolved. The analysis results present the CH dipole-dipole AB-MN 9 

and the CH pole-tripole arrays as the best choices to migration monitoring using CHERT. In order to 10 

reduce amount of data for rapid migration monitoring, where the acquisition time is a critical aspect, 11 

the CH dipole-dipole AM-BN array, which shows the lowest AD and IOS, will not be taken into 12 

account. 13 

 14 

Figures 3 to 6 show that the AD and the IOS patterns are repeated using different MN distances for 15 

each configuration. Therefore, the amount of data can be reduced by choosing only one MN distance 16 

per configuration. As a general rule, the electrode combinations that correspond to MN values with the 17 

highest AD and IOS will offer the maximum potential resolution for monitoring. The number of AM 18 

distances has to be chosen in order to cover the central region of the panel (stage C) and to obtain the 19 

maximum benefit of the IOS. 20 

 21 

Configurations with different (or complementary) sensitivity pattern contributes differently to the 22 

model resolution (Bing and Greenhalgh, 1997), therefore a mixed organized dataset can be the best 23 

choice. The final organized dataset is made by combining the CH pole-tripole array, taking only the 24 

combinations with MN=1 and AM=1-14 (350 combinations per panel), and the CH dipole-dipole AB-25 

MN one with MN=3 and AM=0±5 (168 data per panel). The reason for this choice using the CH 26 

dipole-dipole AB-MN array will be treated in the discussion section. The mixed organized dataset 27 

results in 518 combinations per panel using model in Figure 1. 28 
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 1 

4. DATA INVERSION 2 

We carried out the inversion of the mixed organized dataset using the migration model presented in 3 

Figure 1 and two resistivity contrasts, Rc=0.1 and Rc=10. In order to establish the maximum potential 4 

model resolution that can be achieved using each of the presented configurations, we made the 5 

inversion of the CH pole-tripole dataset with 1540 data per panel and CH dipole-dipole AB-MN one 6 

with 1750 data per panel, either individually or in a mixed one (3290 data per panel). The inversion 7 

models are presented in Figure 10 (Rc=0.1) and Figure 11 (Rc=10). Each inversion included panel 1 8 

and panel 2 responses. 9 

 10 

The inversion of the datasets was carried out using the commercial Res2dinvx64 software (Geotomo 11 

software) with the robust inversion method. To simulate the effect of experimental errors, we added 12 

noise using the following expression (Bellmunt and Marcuello, 2011): 13 

 14 

∆R= Rδ + χ 15 

 16 

where R is the error-free model response, and δ and χ are random numbers. δ follows a normal 17 

distribution with zero mean and standard deviation σ , and χ a uniform distribution in the interval [-ε , 18 

+ε ]. These two random numbers (δ, χ) simulate the relative accuracy (δ) and the instrumental 19 

resolution (χ). A values of 0.015 for σ and 10-4 V/A for ε were considered. These values would 20 

correspond to a maximum error of 3%, which we consider acceptable for CHERT acquisitions. 21 

 22 

As can be seen in Figure 10 (Rc=0.1), the CH dipole-dipole AB-MN and the CH pole-tripole inversion 23 

models are not able to fully resolve the migration experiment presented here. Although the plume 24 

body is located inside the panel 1, the CH pole-tripole inversion model shows an artefact on panel 2 in 25 

a “symmetric” location (Nimmer et al., 2008; Tsourlos et al., 2011). The CH dipole-dipole AB-MN 26 

inversion model presents much more artefacts than the CH pole-tripole one, but they are mainly 27 

distributed along boreholes. The inversion model obtained joining them in a mixed dataset, reaches the 28 
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maximum resolution and it is able to recover all the model stages of the migration model. Figure 10 1 

shows that the inversion models obtained using the mixed organized dataset are able to track the 2 

plume as well as the complete mixed one. 3 

 4 

The inversion models obtained using a resistivity contrast, Rc=10, show less artefacts than the 5 

obtained using Rc=0.1, but the plume resistivity value is worst recovered (Figure 11). In this case, 6 

individual and mixed inversions using the CH pole-tripole and the CH dipole-dipole AB-MN datasets 7 

are able to resolve the migration model, but the maximum resolution is achieved, as before, using the 8 

mixed one. The mixed organized dataset is able to resolve all the stages of the migration model, but 9 

the anomaly resistivity value at stage C is worst recovered than using the complete mixed one.  10 

 11 
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 1 

Figure 7. Inversion models obtained using (from top to bottom) the CH pole-tripole (3080 data), the CH dipole-2 

dipole AB-MN (3500 data), the complete mixed (CH pole-tripole and CH dipole-dipole AB-MN with 6580 data) 3 

and the mixed organized (1036 data) datasets at the three stages (A, B and C) of the migration model. Resistivity 4 

contrast Rc=0.1. Root mean square (rms) =1.2%. Small vertical black squares represent the electrode location 5 

into boreholes (BH1, BH2 and BH3). Each inversion included panel 1 and panel 2 responses. 6 

 7 
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 1 

Figure 8. Inversion models obtained using (from top to bottom) the CH pole-tripole (3080 data), the CH dipole-2 

dipole AB-MN (3500 data), the complete mixed (CH pole-tripole and CH dipole-dipole AB-MN with 6580 data) 3 

and the mixed organized (1036 data) datasets at the three stages (A, B and C) of the migration experiment using 4 

a resistivity contrast Rc=10. Root mean square (rms)=1.2%. Small vertical black squares represent the electrode 5 

location into boreholes (BH1 and BH2). Each inversion included panel 1 and panel 2 responses. 6 

 7 

5. DISCUSSION 8 

In this section we will discuss firstly the behaviour observed for the AD using the CH dipole-dipole 9 

arrays and secondly the symmetric artefacts that affects the inversion models using Rc=0.1. 10 

 11 
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The AD graphs in Figures 3 and 5 show that the CH dipole-dipole AM-BN array exhibits a secondary 1 

AD peak and the CH dipole-dipole AB-MN array shows extremely high AD for all the three model 2 

stages. These maximums could be related to the electric potential drop while changing the AM and 3 

MN distances (Wilkinson et al., 2008). Usually, the geometric factor is used as a representative of the 4 

inverse of the electric potential for a homogeneous half-space (using a 1 ohm·m resistivity and an 5 

intensity of 1 A) and high geometric factor values represent low potential readings and inversely. The 6 

Figure 9 shows the general behaviour of the geometric factor for the CH dipole-dipole arrays: AM-BN 7 

and AB-MN. Note the AM distance can be positive or negative using the CH dipole-dipole AB-MN 8 

array (Figure 3). As can be seen in Figure 9A, as the MN distance increases, the geometric factor 9 

value for the CH dipole-dipole AM-BN array becomes more upright at lower AM distances, and 10 

finally there is a sign change. This means that there is a sharply drop in the electric potential at those 11 

AM and MN distances. This explains why, as the MN distance increases, the secondary AD peak 12 

becomes higher. In this situation, low variations in the model response calculation can be in a high 13 

resistivity variation. The Figure 9B shows that the CH dipole-dipole AB-MN geometric factor values 14 

rise highly when the AM distance increases. As before, this is related with a sharply drop in the 15 

electric potential, but in this case, the lower the MN distances, the higher the geometric factor values 16 

(or the lower the potential difference). In order to maintain a trade-off between the AD and the electric 17 

potential value using any of these two configurations, the AM-BN combinations with MN>7 and 18 

AM>10 and the AB-MN combinations with MN=1-2 and AM>±5 should be avoided. 19 

 20 

 21 

Figure 9. Geometric factor behaviour obtained using the CH dipole-dipole arrays. A) CH AM-BN and B) CH 22 

AB-MN with different AM and MN distances. 23 
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 1 

The CH pole-tripole inversion models at the stages B and C of the migration experiment show 2 

“symmetric” artefacts using Rc=0.1 (Figure 7). The CH dipole-dipole AM-BN inversion models (not 3 

shown here) exhibit the same artefact at the same stages. This symmetric artefact is related to the high 4 

symmetry on the sensitivity pattern (Tsourlos et al., 2011) along with to an insufficient angular 5 

coverage. The CH pole-tripole and the CH AM-BN arrays show IOS<10%, which means they have 6 

highly symmetric sensitivity patterns. The higher the symmetry on the sensitivity pattern, the higher 7 

the uncertain on the migration interpretation, and higher angular coverage is needed to resolve the true 8 

anomaly location. Increasing amount of data by adding extra angular measurements (combinations 9 

with different AM distances), makes the value of the artefact slightly decreases, but they do not 10 

removes it at all, either using individual or mixed datasets. 11 

 12 

4. CONCLUSIONS 13 

The analysis of the AD and IOS allow finding a trade-off between the required resolution and the 14 

available acquisition time (amount of data) for real-time monitoring. Understanding how each 15 

configuration works becomes a key aspect to be successful in monitoring short and quick dynamical 16 

processes, where the amount of data needs to be greatly reduced to adequate to the experiment length. 17 

The AD and IOS analysis has been applied to a specific migration model (using specific body lengths, 18 

resistivity contrasts and aspect ratio between boreholes distance and depth) and configurations, but it 19 

can be applied to other resistivity models and electrode combinations in a straightforward way. 20 

 21 

The results highlight the benefit of joining various configurations because of their different sensitivity 22 

pattern: a lower angular coverage and a lower amount of data are needed to resolve a migration 23 

experiment. High symmetric sensitivity pattern is a limiting aspect to migration monitoring. Therefore, 24 

and considering that most of the CHERT configurations have a quite similar sensitivity pattern, the 25 

CH dipole-dipole AB-MN becomes necessary to resolve the migration model presented here and to 26 

remove the symmetric artefact. As can be seen in this work, the singularity acquisition problems can 27 

be avoided to use this configuration in monitoring. 28 
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The similar IOS patterns observed for all the three configurations highlights the need for using AM 1 

lengths similar to the boreholes distance in cross-hole monitoring experiments. 2 

 3 

The addition of more than one MN distance in the same dataset will help to improve resolution. 4 

However, before increasing amount of data by adding various MN distances, consider joining 5 

configurations with complementary sensitivity patterns. This provides better spatial resolution without 6 

greatly increasing the amount of data. In this work, a mixed organized dataset, which can be acquired 7 

in less than 10 minutes (1036 data) in a ten-simultaneous channels resistivity-meter, has been able to 8 

resolve the migration model presented here without the presence of symmetric artefacts. This allows 9 

acquiring multi-panel or 3D data in a time-effective way. 10 

 11 
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 1 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 2 

Figure 1. Model and stages used to simulate a plume migration experiment. Small vertical black squares 3 

represent the electrode location into boreholes BH1, BH2 and BH3; black arrow and grey squares (named A, B 4 

and C) simulate the plume migration at stages A, B and C, respectively. Panel 1 (light grey coloured) represents 5 

the cross-hole measurements acquired between BH1 and BH2 and panel 2 (dark grey coloured), the cross-hole 6 

measurements acquired between BH2 and BH3. 7 

 8 

Figure 2. Electrode distribution scheme for the CH dipole-dipole arrays (CH AM-BN and CH AB-MN) and the 9 

CH pole-tripole array with the MN dipole in the two boreholes (CH AMN-B/A-BMN). Capital letters and 10 

red/blue points designate the electrode name and their position into the boreholes (A and B represent the current 11 

electrodes and, M and N, the potential ones); AM: vertical distance between the current and the potential 12 

electrodes; MN: vertical distance between the potential electrodes. 13 

 14 

Figure 3. Anomaly detection value, AD, calculated for the CH dipole-dipole (AM-BN and AB-MN) and the CH 15 

pole-tripole arrays at the three stages (A, B and C) of the migration experiment using a resistivity contrast 16 

Rc=0.1. Maximum absolute relative resistivity variation (Y-axis) versus AM (X-axis) and MN (coloured lines) 17 

distances. Dashed line indicates a 10% of resistivity change as guidance only.  18 

 19 

Figure 4. In-panel/off-panel sensitivity value, IOS, calculated using the CH dipole-dipole (AM-BN and AB-20 

MN) and the CH pole-tripole arrays for all the three stages (A, B and C) of the plume migration experiment and 21 

a resistivity contrast, Rc=0.1. Maximum absolute relative resistivity difference (Y-axis) versus AM (X-axis) and 22 

MN (coloured lines) distances. Dashed line indicates a 10% of resistivity difference as guidance only. 23 

 24 

Figure 5. Anomaly detection value, AD, calculated for the CH dipole-dipole (AM-BN and AB-MN) and the 25 

CH pole-tripole arrays at the three stages (A, B and C) of the plume migration experiment using a resistivity 26 

contrast, Rc=10. Maximum absolute relative resistivity variation (Y-axis) versus AM (X-axis) and MN (coloured 27 

lines) distances using panel 1. Dashed line indicates a 10% of resistivity change as guidance only.  28 

 29 



27 

 

Figure 6. In-panel/off-panel sensitivity value, IOS, calculated using the CH dipole-dipole (AM-BN and AB-1 

MN) and the CH pole-tripole arrays for all the three stages (A, B and C) of the plume migration experiment and 2 

a resistivity contrast, Rc=10. Maximum relative resistivity variation (Y-axis) versus AM (X-axis) and MN 3 

(coloured lines) distances using panel 1 and panel 2 responses. Dashed line indicates a 10% of resistivity 4 

difference as guidance only.  5 

 6 

Figure 7. Inversion models obtained using (from top to bottom) the CH pole-tripole (3080 data), the CH dipole-7 

dipole AB-MN (3500 data), the complete mixed (CH pole-tripole and CH dipole-dipole AB-MN with 6580 data) 8 

and the mixed organized (1036 data) datasets at the three stages (A, B and C) of the migration model. Resistivity 9 

contrast Rc=0.1. Root mean square (rms) =1.2%. Small vertical black squares represent the electrode location 10 

into boreholes (BH1, BH2 and BH3). Each inversion included panel 1 and panel 2 responses. 11 

 12 

Figure 8. Inversion models obtained using (from top to bottom) the CH pole-tripole (3080 data), the CH dipole-13 

dipole AB-MN (3500 data), the complete mixed (CH pole-tripole and CH dipole-dipole AB-MN with 6580 data) 14 

and the mixed organized (1036 data) datasets at the three stages (A, B and C) of the migration experiment using 15 

a resistivity contrast Rc=10. Root mean square (rms)=1.2%. Small vertical black squares represent the electrode 16 

location into boreholes (BH1 and BH2). Each inversion included panel 1 and panel 2 responses. 17 

 18 

Figure 9. Geometric factor behaviour obtained using the CH dipole-dipole arrays. A) CH AM-BN and B) CH 19 

AB-MN with different AM and MN distances. 20 
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